NEWS RELEASE

NATIONAL TRUCK PROTECTION ANNOUNCES EXPANDED AFTER-TREATMENT
PROTECTION BUNDLE FOR CLASS 8 TRUCKS

Cranford, NJ, September, 2015 – National Truck Protection Inc. (NTP), North America’s
leading independent provider of extended service contracts to the trucking industry, announces
the launch of a new after-treatment coverage option for Class 8 trucks.
The new after-treatment option bundles 6 key components into a single package that can be
added to most National Truck Protection (NTP) and American Truck Protection (ATP) extended
service contracts. The new bundle contains coverage for: the EGR VALVE (Exhaust Gas
Recirculation Valve), the DOSER INJECTOR ("Seventh Injector"), the DOC (Diesel Oxidation
Catalyst), the DPF (Diesel Particulate Filter), the DEF Tank (Diesel Exhaust Fluid Tank), and
the SCR (Selective Catalytic Reduction).

The complexity of modern emission control systems has contributed to the overall cost of diesel
engines and has consequently created significant interest among used truck buyers when they
purchase their vehicles. Anyone who owns or operates a Class 8 commercial vehicle will find
value in protection against potential failures of these after-treatment components.
“The marketplace has asked for a more comprehensive approach to after-treatment coverage,
and again we created a solution to satisfy their needs”, says NTP President, Robert S. Amico.
“After considerable discussion with our constituents, we have responded by bundling additional
after-treatment components to our existing offering of EGR and DPF coverage. The bundle
simplifies pricing and offers a single step to securing comprehensive coverage”. Amico
continues, “NTP is offering this coverage for all major OEM engines, and it is available
immediately. This additional coverage further separates NTP from other providers and further
defines the unique comprehensiveness of the NTP product portfolio”.

The after-treatment package is an opportunity to further engage customers in a discussion on
the quality of the vehicle and on the protection available to reduce overall potential costs. An
NTP or ATP extended service contract can dramatically reduce the burden of unforeseen
expenses, and help stabilize the truck owner’s finances. The new after-treatment option
significantly expands the range of warranty coverage through the emission control system and
provides additional security and assurance to NTP customers.
For more information about NTP’s new after-treatment bundle for Class 8 trucks, call 800-9503377, visit www.ntpwarranty.com or visit your local NTP Certified used truck dealer.

About National Truck Protection Co., Inc. (NTP)
NTP, based in Cranford, NJ, is the leading independent provider of warranty and service
contracts to the North American trucking industry. For over 32 years, NTP has provided private
label warranties to major OEMs as well as extended service contracts to the used truck
segment through its extensive network of corporate and independent dealers. NTP provides the
most comprehensive repair and breakdown management services in the industry. For
information, please visit www.ntpwarranty.com
NTP is a portfolio company of Palladian Capital Partners LLC, a New York based private equity
firm.
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Visit

www.palladiancap.com for additional information.
NTP is an Accredited Member of the Better Business Bureau. Please visit www.bbb.org for the
latest ratings.
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